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Rahu-Ketu Transit 2023–2025: 
Effects on Your Personality and Mental Attitude  

1. Purpose: 
 

Relationships are transitive and mutual. The purpose of this report is to provide a clear 

understanding of how you would be relating to your loved ones, your family members 

and friends in the Rahu-Ketu Transit period. More importantly, the report has pointers 

as to keep your relationships warm and cordial. This transit period extends from 30th 

October 2023 to 18th May 2025. 

• Rahu will transit form his current position in Aries to Pisces. 

• Ketu will move from his current position in Libra to Virgo. 

The above change in position of the planets in the natal Zodiac chart will be correlated 

with the planets position in your birth chart and the guidance provided. 

2. Birth details 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Birth Details 

Name  ABC 

Birth Date  Friday, September 10, 1954 

Birth Time  9:31:00 AM 

Gender  Male 

City  Mumbai 

State  Maharashtra 

Country  India 

Astro Details 

Lagna  Libra 

Moon Sign  Capricorn 

Sun Sign  Leo 

Birth Star  Shravana 
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3. Birth Chart 

  

4. Analysis 
  

Libra and Capricorn are your birth Ascendant Sign and Moon sign respectively. 

Analyzing your birth chart, the transiting Rahu will get positioned in 6th House from the 

ascendant. The 6th house indicates spouse, marriage, public communication, sexual 

desires, trade & business, generative organs, break in a journey and loss of memory. 

From Your Moon Sign, Currently Rahu is posited in the 3rd house, which speaks about 

thinking process, communication, courage, ideas and improvement in life. 

The transiting Ketu will be positioned radically on the Ascendant Sign and it also moves 

on natal Venus and Saturn in the ascendant. The 12th house speaks about dignity, 

thoughts, dual nature, strength, character of the person, age, appearance, livelihood, 

proficiency nature to insult others, health, physic style, knowledge, happiness and 

misery. 

From Moon Sign the transiting Ketu will position himself in the 9th House from the 

Moon sign, indicates profession, sacrifice, fame, power, medicine, honours, 

honourable living, improvement, Karma, strength, Father’s finance & Family. 

5. Inference 
 

The Rahu-Ketu transit will give mixed results to you. This transit could give way to 

support you well in forming your own identity in the personal and professional life. Try 

not to stress yourself. Learn a meditation technique and make it a part of your daily 

regimen.    
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In this period, it would be a test period for your patience and individuality. You should 

prove everything for getting clarity on your personality. You are a good fighter, but 

sometimes your inner fear or loss of confidence may put you in unsuccessful on some 

matters. It is time to improve your confidence and finish the works successfully. You 

should maintain friendly relationship with everybody which may be helpful to you at 

needy times. You have good planning skills, and you are good in executing your ideas. If 

you could follow the above qualities, you will definitely come out from all these things 

smoothly with some delay. 

Your flexibility in the work may turn people around you. Your appearance should look 

confident in improving interpersonal skills. You may get appreciations for your inner 

changes which gives real satisfaction. This period could improve your mental strength. 

In social life, people may slowly understand your nature and may support you. Some 

new communications may happen which will be helpful.  

On the negative side, your impulsive attitude on things could not be supportive for 

identity. You may do expenditure without listening anybody’s advice. This behavior may 

make you careless. 

6. Remedy 
• Fire ritual to Lord Rahu – http://www.astroved.com/planetary-fire-lab-ketu-

fire-lab-homa--P59.aspx. 

7. Home remedy 
• Donate Green gram to Vishnu temple on Saturday. 

• Show gratitude for the blessings you have in life. 

• Seek blessings from your parents daily. 

• Help an old woman, or whenever possible. 

 
For any queries or clarification with the above predictions / answers / information, 

please contact:    astrologer@astroved.com 

 

 

May the Almighty shower his choicest blessings on you and your family! 

Best wishes and good luck! 
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